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Problem 1: 
 [7 marks] 
For each of the following functions, find the efficiency class i.e. find a basic function 

 , where )(ng ))(()( ngnf θ∈ . 
 
a)  )5)(1()( 2 −+= nnnf
b)  nnnf sin)( 2 +=

14)( 2 ++= nnnfc)  
d)  )1)(1(log)1log()( 22 ++++= nnnnnf

2 55 2 25)( nnnf +=e)  
 
Problem 2: [15 marks] 
 
For each of the following pair of functions, determine which function grows faster. 
 
a)       and     nnnf log)( 2= 3)( nng =
b)             and     )1log()( 2 += nnf nng log7)( =  
c)      and       where   . nanf =)( nbng =)( 1>≥ ab
 
d)        and    !)( nnf = )!1()( += nng  
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Problem 3: [4 marks] 
 
Show (by definition) that if )(log)( nnf bΟ∈  ,  , then 1>b )(log)( nnf aΟ∈ 1>a . 
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Problem 4: [8 marks] 
 
a) Prove that for any two functions ,we have )(),( ngnf ))(()( ngnf θ∈  if and only if 

 and . ))(()( ngnf Ο∈ ))(()( ngnf Ω∈
b) Use part a to show that for any two functions , we have )(),( ngnf ))(())(( ngnf Ο=Ο  
if and only if ))(()( ngnf θ∈ . 
 
Problem 5: [8 marks] 
 
a) Order the following functions according to their order of growth from lowest to 
highest: 

)!2( −n ,  ,   ,  ,    n nnn +2log22 nn +3log7 +nn
b) Prove that if , then . )()]([ 22 nnf Ο∈)()( nnf Ο∈
c) Prove that  for any positive integer , what can this tell you about the 
growth rate of the logarithm functions? 

)(log nnk Ο∈ k

 
Problem 6: [8 marks] 
 

))(()()),...,(()()),(()( 2211 ngnfngnfngnf kk θθθ ∈∈∈a) If , where k is positive integer, 
then )))(),...,(),((max()(...)()( 2121 ngngngnfnfnf kk θ∈+++  
b) Use part a to find the error in the following proof that : )(2 nn Ο∈
 

)()),...,,(max( nnnn Ο∈Ο“  ∈  (from part a), 
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